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In this issue, we talk to Cathi Herrod
about SB 1062, Vernon Parker about
his race for the Arizona Corporation
Commission
and
Democratic
Consultant Mario Diaz about the state
of the Democratic Party, the race to
replace Ed Pastor and his race for the
Maricopa Community College Board.

for civility in the wake of the Giffords
shooting—refers to Conservatives as
slave holders. This serves as an encore
to the ﬁrst act in which he compared
Joe Arpaio to Hitler.

You’ve probably read about the latest
scandal in which Don Shooter drives
while Republican. We’ll have an
update on that story. Instead of
“Drinking Kool-Aid” the folks at the
Republic are “Snorting Koch. ”

Also in this issue, Rep. John Kavanagh
learns what happens to a Legislator
who tries to update the public notice
rules. I talk to Jack Biltis about the
Checks and Balances Initiative. And
Arizona Chamber of Commerce CEO
Glenn Hamer points out a land mine
that folks will have to account for if
they are going to ﬁx Obamacare.

You may enjoy reading the story in
which Arizona Daily Star cartoonist
David Fitzsimmons—who issued a call

I continue my conversations with
Gubernatorial candidates and this
month I interview Frank Riggs who

is the most impressive candidate that
you’ve never heard of. Riggs is a
former police ofﬁcer from northern
California and in 1990 he defeated a
Democratic Congressman in a heavily
Democratic district. The California
Legislature carved up his district and
he was defeated in the 1992 election.
He then moved to a different district
and defeated another Democratic
incumbent. He’s been in Arizona for
about 15 years and is now running for
Governor.
Finally, Rusty Bowers gives us his
perspective on the SB 1062 kerfufﬂe.
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Vernon Parker on the ACC, The Republic and Hip Hop
Greg: Tell me what brought you to Arizona.
Parker: When I went to law school I thought
I would be there for three years but ended up
meeting a man named George H. W. Bush.
Greg: And remind me what you did in his
administration?
Parker: I was general counsel of the United States
Ofﬁce of Personnel Management which handled
all the personnel issues and health care issues
and retirement for federal employees around the
world. I was special assistant to President George
H. W. in the White House and then my wife and
I practiced law together. Then we decided that
we wanted to stay married so we didn’t practice
law together anymore. We moved here, and I
did some consulting and then I was unanimously
conﬁrmed by the United States Senate as the ﬁrst
ever Assistant Secretary of Agriculture for Civil
Rights under George W. Bush, and so I did that
for three years.
Greg: And then ran for the Paradise Valley Town
Council?
Parker: Yep, a friend of mine who was already
on the Town Council, Scott LeMarr, who is
the current mayor, talked me into doing it and I
became mayor and we got 67 percent of the vote,
which was at the time, and still may be, the highest
vote.
Greg: And how long were you mayor? Four years?
Parker: No. It’s a nonpaying job in P.V. so two
years. I was on the council for about six years
overall. So two as mayor, four as council.
Greg: That was during a difﬁcult period…
Parker: Yeah, when I was mayor, it was probably
during the most difﬁcult time the town has ever
faced ﬁnancially. We ended up cutting our budget
by 33 percent and cutting our staff by 32, which
was very difﬁcult. We had plenty in reserve to
operate, to make the town run but we had to
be good stewards of our Town’s resources. For
example, if you’re building one home a month in
P.V., then you don’t need 10 building inspectors.
Greg: Sure
Parker: But we didn’t just ﬁre them. I brought in
consultants and helped them write their resumes
and helped them train in new positions and
eventually we just whittled it down and yeah,
it was really ironic Greg, because I had a lot of
former mayors who said, you know, “you have
reserves to run the town for the next three years,
so why don’t you just keep everyone?” And to me
that was the antithesis of what we were there for as
far as the trust of the public because, you know, as
difﬁcult as it was, we had to do the right thing and
be ﬁnancially responsible for the budget. We had
to make difﬁcult decisions.
Greg: Right. You can’t just lead people along.
Parker: No, and people didn’t like it and I think
now they appreciate it a lot more and it was very,
very difﬁcult to walk into P.V. Town Hall… P.
V. is different from Phoenix because in Phoenix,
people rotate throughout different stations, but in
P.V., you know everybody by their ﬁrst name and
it’s tough, you know, and you have to let somebody
go.
(At this point we are interrupted by a woman who
had recently read an OP ED piece that Parker had
written about an ASU fraternity that threw a Hip

Hop themed party on MLK Day.)
Woman: I read your article about the frat story
and I really liked it.
Parker: Thank you!
Well, it blew up. It was just crazy because people
asked me to put it on Facebook, which I did.
And in the comments, I’ve never seen so many
people comment in a well thought out way. And
one person said that “typical Vernon Parker, he’s
protecting the white kids,” and I’m like, are you
serious? This is not about color. I thought my
point was very clear, which was that this is about
preserving our future by making sure this current
generation knows our past.
Woman: but they don’t know…
Parker: Right, and that’s what I’m trying to – and
then people criticize me for criticizing hip hop.
And I’ve always been a huge critic of hip hop
because I don’t think women should be referred
to as “bitches” and I don’t like the “n-word.”
And so when you have these kids who grew up
in that culture and buy these records and it’s
commonplace to call women “bitches” and the hip
hop generation, I’m like “no.”
Woman: and they don’t know how to draw the
line.
Parker: Right, exactly, because they are
desensitized--and that was my point. So whether
they like it or not, you know, I don’t care what
people think. This one guy said to me, he was
a real liberal, so I said “I don’t care what you are
politically because I really don’t care about what
people think politically” and so this other guy
wrote back “listen, I’m a liberal too and it pains me
to agree with anything Vernon Parker has to say,
however I agree with him.” Generally, I don’t get
involved in the dialogue when I put stuff out but I
had to at this point, said to him, I said “you know
what, I know it pains you to agree with me so I’ll
send you a couple Aspirin and we’ll talk later.”
Greg: So why do you think it is that Arizona
Republic reporter Daniel Gonzalez wrote an
article a couple weeks ago about black leaders and
the tension between Hispanic leaders and black
leaders and completely forgot you?
Parker: You know what, thank you so much
because I don’t need publicity but the one thing,

when I read that article, and when Brahm Resnik
did a show too, and he had Corey on and the guy
who lost to Warren Stewart, both Democrats. I
may not be Brahm’s favorite person and I don’t care
if he likes me or not. I respect him as a journalist.
I am perplexed that they rarely include African
American Republicans in the debate. But when I
read that article I said to myself “are you serious?”
There are a lot of Republican African Americans,
not just me, but there are quite a few African
American Republicans who have run, Tony Bouie,
for example, played for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers,
ran for ofﬁce. There is Dr. C.T. Wright who was
the ﬁrst president of Cheyney University, the
oldest historically black university in America. He
was elected to the Fountain Hills School Board.
And here I am, in the state of Arizona, the man
who got the Republican nomination for Congress
and there was not even a mention of it. And I
think that feeds into the stereotype of Arizona.
And here I am, once again, an African American
who was elected with 68, nearly 70 percent of the
vote in Paradise Valley, which is 99 percent white.
And so I think articles like that lose all credibility
with me. I was very troubled that a person who
is considered a journalist could write a story like
that and not look to the accomplishments or the
people who represent a different point of view than
the liberal point of view in the state of Arizona. It
was just bizarre.
Greg: Yeah it was bizarre. Black Republicans don’t
ﬁt the established narrative so I think you’re right
that reporters just don’t even consider it to be the
reality
Parker: I was very disappointed, not just with
the reporting but that the editors, or whoever
approved it, wouldn’t look at it and say something
to the contrary. They can be very responsive. I
remember when I was elected mayor of Paradise
Valley I got a call from a reporter who said “how
does it feel to be the ﬁrst African American mayor
of Paradise Valley?” and I said “well, ﬁne but I can
tell you one thing I didn’t count on the African
American vote to take me over the top.” And that
got me one of the quotes of the year.
Parker: So how can a reporter write an article like
that that just feeds into the stereotype? I believe
that journalists really want to perpetuate this
stereotype about Arizona being this awful racist
state and I say to myself, “how does someone like
me become mayor of Paradise Valley?” It just
doesn’t happen, and with nearly 70 percent of the
vote, and yet I was not interviewed for that article.
And how could he not have mentioned the other
African American leaders who are Republicans?
Greg: Assuming Sinema stays put, tell me about
your race for the Corporation Commission.
Parker: I am running as a team with Lucy Mason.
I’m excited about it and I’m excited to do things
for our state. When I contemplated another run
for Congress, I thought…There’s a lot going on
in Washington D.C. that I really thought that
we could accomplish, but I’m really excited about
doing something for our state locally.
Parker: I’ve always been a free marketer, and will
look out for the best interest of our state and the
ratepayer.
Greg: What are your thoughts about Arizona solar
policy, have you put much thought into it?
Parker: Yes I have, I’m a proponent of solar. We
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Vernon Parker—Continued
also have traditional utilities in our state, APS and
SRP, which have served us well. Other companies
plus SRP and APS are behind solar now and I
believe all avenues have to be explored. I believe
that in opening solar up, but we are going to need
traditional generation as well because, as you
know, the sun does set.
When I worked at the Department of Agriculture,
we did a lot with alternative energy. We tried
to get other forms of energy implemented across
America because--from an environmentalist’s
perspective (and I consider myself to be one) I
think, one of the most successful alternative forms
of energy is solar and I think that we have invested
so much into it right now, if we stop and just say
“okay let’s let it go,” then they may be on the cusp
of something that’s big and that tomorrow could
make it even more efﬁcient. There are other
forms, there’s Geothermal for example. I believe,
the market place, once again, should dictate. And
then if someone wants to invest their resources to
do that, then go for it.
Greg: Now most renewable resources are a little

more extensive, is that okay? Are you willing to let
rate payers pay extra for something that’s renewable
or do you want to do lowest cost?
Parker: You know, that’s a very, very good question
and it’s one that I think that any regulator or any
one struggles with because lower cost may not be
the most environmentally friendly for our state
and for our country, on the other hand, you know,
with me, again it comes back to the market place
and if people are willing, if you want solar panels
on your roof top, and you believe in investing
in that, then that’s your choice; that’s your own
individual power company that you pick.
Greg: There’s another team in the race…
Parker: Yes, the Little-Forese team has announced.
Greg: And you will be running as a team as well?
Parker: Yes, we’ll run as a team and I love Lucy
because she has been dealing with these issues
for a very long time and I like her independent
approach. When I was mayor, there were many
times there was a 6-1 vote that I was the lone
nay vote, but most of the time our votes were

7-0. My philosophy is that if you don’t like my
record….I am put there to represent you, so if you
don’t like how I voted, vote me out, I don’t care,
I’m gone. Someone told me something a long time
ago, “never be so dependent on the job that you
will do anything to keep it.” I think that’s what
Kyrsten Sinema does. She doesn’t believe in the
votes that she’s cast, there is no way, but she does
it to keep that seat, and she does it because she
can do it because she’s in the minority, and I think
that is just disingenuous. You should vote your
conscience, people don’t like it because she’s an
extreme Liberal and yet she goes “hm, how can I
keep this seat? I’m voting with the Republicans!
Even though I don’t believe in what I’m voting
for…
Greg: Mr. Parker, thank you for taking the time to
speak with me today.
Parker: Thank you Greg.

Driving While Republican
A couple frenzies ago…I think it was the frenzy
right before SB 1062, the media gave us wall-towall coverage of Senator Don Shooter’s driving
habits. It appears that Shooter—whose district
goes from the city of Avondale all the way to the
California Border….wait for it….drives a lot.
After weeks of coverage and a thorough
investigation, it turn out that volunteers for
Shooter’s campaign had turned in reimbursements
for mileage as well as fuel. Shooter has since
amended his ﬁnancial disclosure form to make sure
he doesn’t count both mileage and fuel—putting
an end to what should
have been a minor
story. However, the
story and subsequent
frenzy tells us more
about the state of the
media than it does
about Senator Shooter’s
driving habits. I think
the lessons fall into
three categories; the
story was Trivial, Partisan and Amateur.
The ﬁrst lesson is trivia. Let’s say that Don Shooter
exaggerated his mileage. Is that the biggest story
the media can ﬁnd in the Legislature? The media
love to write little gotcha stories about trivial
issues that are easy to understand. Unfortunately,
while the media focus on stories like mileage
reimbursements, they miss actual stories. For
example, remember the story of CPS not
investigating 6,000 cases? Did you notice that
part of the CPS defense was that those cases had
been listed in the CPS public reports for years.
Where was Laurie Roberts and the rest of the
media when that was happening?
The second issue you need to notice in stories
like this one is Partisanship. Don Shooter is a
Republican. Several years ago I broke the story
of Senator Pete Rios who claimed thousands of
dollars of state mileage reimbursement for trips
from his “session” home in Apache Junction to
this trailer in the far away town of Duddlyville.

So even though his kids went to school in Apache
Junction and even though he had a nice little
house in Apache Junction, he claimed that the
state needed to reimburse him for driving the
extra miles in order to spend every weekend in
this beat up trailer parked on a friend’s property
in Duddlyville.

story as a selﬁe video. Seriously folks? Have the
media sunk so low that we have a reporter ﬁlming
himself with an iPhone while he runs through a
parking lot to chase a State Senator who might

The story is much bigger than Shooter’s mileage
story. After all, if Rios was lying about his mileage,
then that is a felony. But no story. Ever. Even
when the case was turned over to the Attorney
General, there was no story. There still hasn’t
been a story. Rios made these claims for YEARS.
The fourth issue is Amateur Hour. As you know,
the media are trying to do more and more with
less and less. The top guys at the Republic are
also asking reporters to provide video for every
story. These two trends intersect with a hilarious
story by Channel 12 in which Reporter Joe Dana
chases Shooter through a parking lot and ﬁles the

have exaggerated his mileage?
Trivial, partisan and amateur...that pretty much
sums up the state of the media.
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Affordable Care Act is a mess, but piecemeal
reform attempts come with risks
Glenn Hamer has been president and CEO of the Arizona Chamber of Commerce and Industry
since 2006. He has overseen the organization’s development into one of the most respected probusiness public policy entities in the state. In 2011, Hamer led the business community’s successful
advocacy for passage of a landmark economic competitiveness package, which was hailed as the
most signiﬁcant job creation legislation passed in the state in a generation. He currently represents
the Arizona Chamber of Commerce and Industry as a member of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
Committee of 100 Members, and is on the board for the Greater Phoenix Black Chamber of
Commerce and the Tucson Hispanic Chamber of Commerce. Additionally, Glenn serves as the
Co-Chair of the Governor’s Solar Energy Task Force and as a member of the Arizona Ready
Education Council. In 2013, Hamer was named Best Powerbroker by the Arizona Capitol Times
and a Most Admired Leader by the Phoenix Business Journal.
The rollout of the Affordable Care Act
has been a story of ineptitude. The hamﬁsted attempts to launch the healthcare.
gov website alone have provided newspaper
opinion pages enough material for a year of
editorials. Prior to the passage of the Act,
the Arizona Chamber was very vocal about
the many contradictions and bad public
policy contained in the law. We continue
to be concerned with the counterintuitive
assumptions the law is based on and the
adverse outcomes these create.
The central problem with this law is that,
under the guise of making insurance more
accessible and affordable, the Act has done
basically the opposite. First, it mandates that
insurers provide more expansive coverage
and fundamentally changes the way insurers
calculate premiums. For example, insurance
companies can no longer exclude those with
pre-existing conditions or charge more for
consumers with chronic conditions. They
must allow dependents to stay on their
parents’ plan until the dependent is twentysix years old and the difference in price they
may charge a young person vs. an older
person is strictly limited.
Pre-Affordable Care Act, health insurance looked like most other types of insurance; premiums were
calculated based on various factors that can predict the likelihood a person will access certain beneﬁts
(e.g., age, existing medical conditions). Now, all insurers must provide ten “essential health beneﬁts”
regardless of the likelihood that a person will utilize any or all of these beneﬁts. This has the effect of
increasing premiums and other costs for the young and the healthy, while decreasing costs for the old
and the sick.
The Act attempts to pay for all of this by levying at least a dozen different taxes on employers, as well
as a tax on healthcare innovation by taxing the sale of medical devices. Premium costs will increase for
the young and the healthy, while employers’ ability to create jobs decreases and companies are taxed out
of creating innovative new products.
Bottom line: the implementation has been rocky, to put it in polite terms. As a result, Americans
are more skeptical about the law than ever, with 50 percent reporting an unfavorable opinion. The
insurance companies didn’t ask for this law, and they have tried to navigate it in the least disruptive way
possible. But the President keeps changing the rules in the middle of the game. The administration has
authorized 19 delays, amendments and repeals to the law, creating a playing ﬁeld with more seismic
activity than San Francisco.

Snorting Koch
Here’s an interesting story...George Soros’s
media arm “Pro Publica” wrote a 7,000 word
hit piece on the Koch brothers who also just
happen to be Soros’s chief political rivals. The
piece had a local angle because it focused on
the activities of Arizona political consultant
Sean Noble. The Arizona Republic then
printed the entire piece word for word....just
like they teach you in J school.
Here are the ways that the Republic has
humiliated itself in the debacle: First, this
is yet another example of a local story with
national implications that the Republic has
simply missed. If the story is important then
the Republic should have been the one to
break it, if it’s not important, then why print
all 7000 words in a breathless article on A1?
Second, does the Republic really believe that
Pro Publica is some sort of neutral source?
Do they think that they can just reprint it like
they would a story from the Associated Press?
Soros is a billionaire who spends millions
each year on issue advocacy and Pro Publica
is one of those outlets. The story is exactly as
neutral as an op ed piece from the Goldwater
Institute or Center for Arizona Policy.
Third, do they not see the irony that this is
dark money versus dark money? It would be
bad enough if Pro Publica had written a story
about, say, the Navajo Generating Station
or SB 1070, but the story is from one of the
princes of dark money and it’s about other
princes of dark money.
Finally, they don’t seem to recognize that the
article has no ﬁnal point....what Sean Noble
and the Koch brothers did was legal. Just
like what Soros does is legal. This is what I
call a “Mr. Smith Showers Nude” story. It
goes on and on about houses and cars,
contributions and payments and by the end
you realize that....a political consultant got a
big contract and eventually bought stuff. Just
like everyone else who gets a big contract.
Unfortunately, the “Mr. Smith Showers
Nude” stories are so long and breathless and
just seem so important that very few readers
stop and say....“wait a second....everyone
showers nude.”
If the Republic is going to be a real newspaper
then it needs to start ﬁnding its own stories
and not reprinting 7000 word pieces that it
ﬁnds on the net.

Now, there are proposals in Congress that, in an attempt to undermine a single piece of the Affordable
Care Act, would essentially punish health insurers for complying with the law. Although wellintentioned elected ofﬁcials might believe they’re protecting taxpayers from an insurance industry
bailout, these alterations would further destabilize the market that insurers are trying in good faith to
navigate. Forcing a total collapse of the private insurance industry will push us toward a single-payer,
total government-controlled healthcare system.
So as some in Congress attempt to protect taxpayers by targeting insurers, let’s carefully consider the
consequences as we deal with the most complex health care law of our time. Attacking the Affordable
Care Act in this piecemeal fashion will only get us further from the goal of affordable health insurance
that is widely accessible. I would encourage Congress to instead focus on ﬁnding a feasible solution to
our country’s ongoing healthcare crisis.
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Cathi Herrod on SB 1062
Cathi Herrod is President of Center for
Arizona Policy (CAP). CAP is a nonproﬁt
research and education organization
committed to promoting and defending the
foundational values of life, marriage and
family, and religious liberty. One hundredtwenty-three CAP-supported bills have been
passed into law since CAP made its ﬁrst
appearance at the state Capitol in 1995.

Cathi: It’s ridiculous because it wouldn’t happen
and it hasn’t happened in the history of RFRA
either on the federal level, or in the 18 states that
have RFRA in statute, or in the other states where
RFRA has been instituted through court cases,
we simply haven’t had any cases like that.
So it’s a smoke screen that gets thrown up. I call
it the parade of horribles. We’ve said over and
over again that if those examples were going to
happen, then they would be happening now, and
they haven’t happened.

Cathi Herrod was in New York last weekend
taping the Mike Huckabee show and after the
show I called to ask her about SB 1062.

Greg: There’s an adage in politics “Don’t sacriﬁce
your friends in order to pacify your enemies” is
that what happened here?

Greg: Tell me in your own words what happened.

I prefer to look at it this way. Those who oppose
us and who would like to discredit the Center
for Arizona Policy are trying to drive a wedge
between ﬁscal and social conservatives.

Cathi: SB 1062 truly was just updating the
Religious Freedom Restoration Act. It went
through last year with very little controversy.
The governor vetoed it last year because Medicaid
Expansion and the budget had not yet reached her
desk. She had told the legislature not to send her
anything else until they had sent her Medicaid
and the budget. And you don’t play around with
this Governor on those kind of things. So that
hurt us last year; that was unfortunate.
Greg: What about this year?
Cathi: The intent this year was to get it through
early under the belief that it was unﬁnished
business from last year. The amendment actually
added safeguards.
You had a very vocal minority that opposed the
bill and that minority was able to have allies in
the tourism industry and when they started to
threaten an SB 1070-style boycott, that’s when
it started to snowball. The tourism industry
impacted the business community, of course, and
all of a sudden we are facing an SB 1070-style
boycott--at a time when most of the business
community feels like we are ﬁnally coming out of
the recession—that was like the fatal blow.
We feel like the Governor vetoed a bill that did
not exist. The Wall Street Journal headline was
“Governor Vetoes Religious Liberty Bill.” But the
Washington Post headline was something like
“Governor Vetoes Anti-Gay Bill.”
Also, to the point people are making that we don’t
have any of these cases in Arizona, well, what we

are trying to do is be pro-active and make Arizona
the state that is most open to people of all faiths.
So when we look at the makeup of the Legislature
and the Governor, this was the next step in
protecting religious liberties. And when we look
around the country, obviously Elane Photography
in New Mexico is example number one. This was
a pretty simple clariﬁcation that if there was a case
involving The Religious Freedom Restoration
Act, you could still assert your Religious Freedom
Restoration Act rights in the case of private action.
Greg: One of the examples that I heard was
that someone in, say, the meat department of a
local grocery store could say that he doesn’t serve
gay couples. Is that example ridiculous, or is it
accurate?
Cathi: I think it’s ridiculous. In all of the history
of the RFRA (Religious Freedom Restoration
Act) cases around the country, there has not been
a situation in which a gay couple was refused
service. So the idea that a restaurant owner would
say that we are not going to serve gay couples is
not what the bill does. The part that the media
left out is how RFRA works. RFRA is intended to
strike a pretty appropriate balance.
Greg: Is that example ridiculous because it just
doesn’t occur, or because the bill just doesn’t
address that issue?

We all know that the Reagan Coalition of Fiscal,
Social Issues and National Security Conservatives
united is the surest path to victory and has been a
winning coalition. In this case, I thought that the
business community threw social conservatives
under the bus pretty quickly.
But once the opponents threatened an SB
1070-style boycott, it was almost impossible to
change the narrative. Supporters would tell me
“why don’t you tell our story; why don’t you
explain what the bill is really about.” It wasn’t
like we weren’t trying, we told that story in every
media interview that we conducted, but once that
narrative got started, it became really tough to
change it.
Greg: What’s the next step?
Cathi: Well, we will have to reassess. We certainly
still believe that Religious Freedom should have
greater protections in Arizona. Our goal is still
that Arizonans should be able to live and work
according to their faith. So we aren’t going
anywhere, we will assess and analyze. And we
would encourage people to look at the merits and
ignore the hype.
Greg: Thank you for taking the time to chat…
now go relax and see a play or something.
Cathi: Thanks Greg.
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You Will Be Punished
State law requires a wide variety of public notices to be published in a local
newspaper. I’ve argued that this is an antiquated system that amounts to a
tax on both private businesses and government entities. The money from
this “tax” is an important source of revenue for newspapers and they defend
it vigorously. Each year some unsuspecting Legislator attempts to change
the law so that Public Notices are posted electronically and hosted by the
Arizona Corporation Commission. This proposal would be less expensive,
The Red Herring: Raising an issue that
has nothing to do with the issue at hand
and serves to distract the reader. Here the
writer brings up private prisons which are a
controversial topic that have nothing to do
with the public notices. This paragraph also
serves as an Ad Hominem attack in which
the paper simply attacks Kavanagh instead
of challenging his argument.

The Straw Man: Creating an untenable
position, attributing it to your opponent
and then mocking him for it. Here the
Editorial mischaracterizes Kavanagh’s
proposal as an expansion of Government
and then mocks him for “hypocrisy.” In
reality, he is decreasing a regulatory burden
and making the process less expensive and
more efﬁcient—which is, of course, in line
with his “small government” philosophy.

Lack of Disclosure: The Editorial claims
that the “Business Community” isn’t
clamoring for this change and then refers to
the Arizona Chamber of Commerce and the
Greater Phoenix Chamber of Commerce.
What they don’t disclose is that the Ginger
Lamb who is the Publisher of the Arizona
Capitol Times and is President of the Board
of the Newspaper Association is on the
Board of Directors of BOTH the Arizona
Chamber and Greater Phoenix Chamber
of Commerce. Each Chamber also has a
Gannett Representative. Neither Chamber
has representatives from the small business
that are affected by the public notice policy.

The Outright Lie: Wow, this is slick...the
Republic itself doesn’t publish these notices,
but the Republic’s SISTER paper the
Arizona Business Gazette DOES publish
these notices, so the Republic does indeed
have a ﬁnancial interest in this bill.

Muzzling Your Opponent: Kavanagh
asked for the opportunity to explain his
position and I’ve printed Viewpoints Editor
Jennifer Dokes’ response.
Sure, they misstate Kavanagh’s position,
attack him personally and lie about their
ﬁnancial interest, but golly, not enough
room to print his response on THIS TOPIC.
There’s plenty of room for OTHER topics,
but if you want to respond to this issue...
well, start a blog.

easier to administer and provide more effective notice. Each year the bill dies
in Committee and the offending Legislator is publicly ridiculed by the state’s
newspapers.
This year it is Rep. John Kavanagh who has proposed modernizing the
public notice system and right on cue, the Republic has attacked him with
an editorial that serves as clinic on logical fallacy.

By Editorial board
The Republic | azcentral.com
Fri. Feb. 14, 2014 4:58 PM
Rep. John Kavanagh is a small-government, free-market kind of guy. He
  
            
that he pushed to end the practice of auditing whether private prisons
were saving the state money.
So it’s amazing to see him sponsoring a bill that would take a role performed by Arizona businesses and give it to state government.
Kavanagh wants the Arizona Corporation Commission to spend $65,000
in taxpayer money to create a website where minimal information about
            
days. He says this would be a boon to the public and business.
Neither is true.
               
There, they become part of a permanent record, available to the public.
        !   
Corporation Commission would not do. What’s more, 15 years ago Arizona’s newspapers created a website, publicnoticeads.com, where the
          
This creates greater transparency at no cost to taxpayers. Kavanagh
should be celebrating this, not trying to destroy it.
Business isn’t clamoring for a change. The Arizona Chamber of Commerce and the Greater Phoenix Chamber of Commerce oppose the bill.
“Why should we spend tax resources to create a new system when an
existing system already exists in the private sector?” asks Chad Heinrich
of the Phoenix chamber.
Politicians don’t like a news media that pokes into their business. But this
change would have no effect on The Arizona Republic, which doesn’t
     "    ! # 
the one that serves Kavanagh’s Fountain Hills.
That’s right. Kavanagh’s bill would enlarge government while taking rev       " % % 
that, the full House should help him out and kill this bill.

“Sorry, Rep. Kavanagh, I can’t accommodate
you this time. We don’t have space for a column on this issue.”
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Here’s the Guest Column That the Republic Wouldn’t Print
The Arizona Republic’s recent editorial, Why
Expand Government? (2/16/14,) opposing my
public business notice reform bill was based
upon mistaken arguments. The editorial ﬁrst
argues that my bill unnecessarily takes a role
performed by the private sector and gives it to
government. Actually, my bill eliminates the
publication of three unnecessary newspaper print
ads announcing new business formations and
transfers that task to no one.
The editorial next argues that the resultant loss
of ad revenue will hurt small newspapers. While
that may be true for some, it’s not government’s
job to subsidize one type of business by making
all businesses purchase their unnecessary and
unwanted products. Using the Arizona Republic’s
logic, car manufacturers would be required to
include a buggy whip in the trunk of every new
car. In addition, the editorial’s assertion that the
Arizona Republic would not be adversely affected
by my bill’s passage is disingenuous since it’s
parent company would be harmed because it also
owns the Arizona Business Gazette, which runs
many of these paid ads.
Arizona’s current legal requirement for posting
printed public notices of new business startups in
newspapers creates needless work and publication
expenses for new businesses, makes it outrageously
time consuming and expensive for citizens to ﬁnd
the printed notices and makes it too easy for a
business to inadvertently or purposely conceal
the ads location. Finding these notices in Arizona
newspapers is like playing “Where’s Waldo” on a
statewide basis. The only ones who beneﬁt are the
newspapers that rake in advertising revenue.
Nonsensically, the newspaper chosen does
not have to be anywhere near the business’
location (just in the same county) and can have
a miniscule circulation. For example, a business
starting in Gila River can comply with current
law by purchasing print ad space in The Arizona
City Independent of Arizona City, a weekly paper
90 miles and a 2 hour drive away with a anemic
circulation of 568. A new business in Tuba City
can legally post its ad in the Southern Utah News
of Kanab, Utah, located 150 miles and 2½ hours
away and out of state!
In addition, newspaper print ads are not timely.
A business does not have to post its ad for two
months after approval. Also, in order to monitor
all of the possible newspapers where an ad could
legally appear, a citizen would have to subscribe to

80 Arizona and Nevada newspapers at an expense
of thousands of dollars per year.
Unlike Arizona’s state government, these
newspapers come and go and are under no
obligation to safely archive their ads, especially
after they go out of business. This is important
because, nationwide, newspapers are closing
at historically high rates due to the Internet
and changing public viewing habits. Today’s
newspaper archive may be tomorrow’s landﬁll
compost.
My bill, HB2554, addresses these problems.
Under its provisions, the Arizona Corporation
Commission, at no cost to businesses, will post
new business notices automatically on its website
within 5 days of the ﬁlings approval. The notices
will be digitally searchable by business name,
location and date of application. This information
is already available on the website but will also be
located on its opening page.

Importantly, my bill does not change any of the
print ad requirements for cities, towns, counties,
districts, courts, state government or any
government entities. It recognizes the needs of
citizens without Internet service to view printed
public notices concerning government meetings,
budgets, etc. in their local newspapers.
HB2554 simply replaces costly, time consuming
and often impossible to locate newspaper print ads,
which are of little interest to the average person,
with free postings on a permanent, timely, less
time consuming, digitally searchable web-based
system maintained by the Arizona Corporation
Commission on their easily located website.
Finally, if having all these notices appear in print
is so important, why do only ﬁve other states
require it?

You are invited...but you had better not attend.
The Republic’s Laurie Roberts is
complaining that special interest
groups are providing free food for
Legislators.

is full of receptions hosted by special
interest groups taking advantage
of the law that allows them to feed
legislators.

Our leaders can legally be wined and
dined and put up at the Ritz by any
special interest that craves their vote.
They just have to disclose it if the gift
is worth more than $500 – though
they never have to report their intake
of free food and drink.

For example, the day after that story
appeared, the Arizona Newspapers
Association hosted a reception for
Legislators at the Arizona Capitol
Times Building. Sources tell me
that the food was excellent…and of
course, free.

Golly, she has a good point. This
time of year, the Legislative Calendar
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Dirty Tricks
The Legislature and Governor have repealed last year’s HB 2305 in order to
remove it from the ballot. You will recall that--among other things--the bill
would have required Libertarian candidates to get about the same number of
signatures as Democrats and Republicans in order to get on the ballot.
Folks like the Republic’s Laurie Roberts and Ed Montini claim
that Republicans are playing games and that the repeal is part of
some sort of voter suppression effort. However, they have no
credibility on the issue because they were silent when the Democratic Party sent out these two campaign pieces.
The piece on the right is for Steve Stoltz—he was the LIBERTARIAN candidate in the 2010 race between Gabby Giffords and Jesse Kelly. The State Democratic Party sent these brochures to Republican voters in order to convince
them to vote for Stoltz whom they claimed was the “Real Conservative.”
This is an overt trick to try to confuse Republicans into voting for the Libertarian. The trick was extremely effective and Stoltz received an extraordinary
11,000 votes. That was enough to swing the race—Giffords beat Kelly by
about 4,000 votes.

If the Democratic Party is going to recruit sham Libertarian candidates and then
spend Democratic donor money to send brochures to Republican voters saying
that the Libertarian is the "Real Conservative" then Republican Legislators are
going to make it at least a little bit harder to get Libertarians on the ballot.
And until Montini and Roberts at least acknowledge that the Republican bill is a
response to a Democratic Party dirty trick, they will have even less credibility
than they have today....if that's possible. 

The Democratic Party sent out these brochures in order to trick Republican voters into voting for LIBERTARIAN candidates. The piece above gave
Gabby Giffords her 2010 victory over Jesse Kelly. Below: The Democratic Party used this brochure for Libertarian Candidate Nick Coons in an unsuccessful effort to defeat Republican David Schweikert. The media doesn’t expose dirty tricks like these, but when Republicans respond, the media is the
first to cry foul.

Post Script: The Epic Blunder
A Republican strategist suggested that I write about the Democrat’s ability to refer HB 2305 to the ballot. After all, the Dems found a winning
formula in running Libertarians in key races and sending union representatives to unsuspecting voter’s homes in order to collect thousands of
ballots. The Republicans made these activities harder and the Democrats managed to collect enough signatures to refer the issue to the ballot.
My friend said that I should compare that to the Republican activists who tried to stop Governor Brewer’s AHCCCS expansion by referring it to
the ballot. That effort went nowhere. So the Democrat’s money and organization trumps Republican activist passion. Fair enough...except the
Dems made and epic blunder. Instead of referring HB 2305 to the ballot, they should have written their own language to repeal the laws that HB
2305 enacted...and then run those changes as an initiative.
The initiative would have required more signatures, but it would have taken about the same overall effort and there is no way that the Legislature
could have repealed it. Now the Dems managed to put the issue on the ballot and the Republicans simply took it off. Superior logistics is great,
but if you botch the initial strategy, you end up with nothing. Which is exactly what the Dems will get this cycle.
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Jack Biltis and the Checks and Balances Initiative
great speeches and I’m a sucker for a good sale,
so I heard these speeches and got ﬁred up and
said, “you know what, I’ve been a check writer;
I supported the right people by giving donations
but I’m not really in the game so that’s how I get
in the game”.

Jack Biltis is founder and president of TAG
Employer Services, an Administrative
Services Organization (ASO) offering
payroll and beneﬁts to North American
companies. TAG focusses on enabling
companies to overcome the most egregious
aspects of ObamaCare.
Jack is originally from Montreal, Canada
and has seen the harms caused by socialized
medicine and an ever growing government.
Jack was fortunate to move to the United
States, which allowed him to build a
successful business. He has committed
several million dollars to causes that
promote freedom and smaller government,
particularly through the advancement of
federalism.
Jack is currently working in support of Prop
122, an Arizona ballot measure that will
provide the state with tools to push back
against federal overreach. Prop 122 was
developed by the Goldwater Institute and
will appear on the November 2014 ballot.
Prop 122 will dramatically reduce the effect
of Obamacare in Arizona.
Greg: As I recall, you grew up in Montreal. How
was that?
Jack: It was great. I started a business with my
father and his friends and it was a great place to
go from nothing, with pennies in your pocket,
to building a career and building a business. But
that changed a lot in the sixties and seventies as
government took more control. Things went
from simply being annoying like prohibiting
the signs outside your business from being in
English to rules prohibiting you from answering
the phone in English. There’s actually no First
Amendment equivalent in Canada and so those
are the annoying things, but then socialized
medicine started to really take hold. Then things
got real.
Greg: How’s that?
Jack: All of the annoying things that you joke
about became life or death issues. To give you an
example, we had been in the states for about 20
years but my wife’s family still lived in Montreal
but nine years ago, my wife’s father got diagnosed
with Pancreatic Cancer up in Montreal. And
getting diagnosed there, in a centralized system, is
like a death sentence. I’ll save some of the horror
stories, but just to give you one example, the night
after his surgery, he started bleeding internally,
they gave him medication to stop the bleeding and
it didn’t work, they gave him stronger medication
and it didn’t work, they said “all right, there’s this
one medication we’ll give him and it will stop the
bleeding” and we said “well what happens if you
don’t give him the medication?” and they said “he
will die tonight” so we said well obviously give
him the medication. And well, the problem is
this medication is on a list, we need permission
from the government, and they don’t open until
9 o’clock tomorrow morning. So we said “well
that’s insane, I don’t care how much it is, we’ll
pay for it, we’ll either get reimbursed or not. Just
do what you have to do; save his life.” They said
“well, you guys could afford to pay for it, other
people can’t, so it wouldn’t be fair to sell it to you
so we’re not legally allowed to.”

Greg: So what did you do?
We knew someone who knew someone, and
ended up getting it on the black market, but the
point of that story is that it shows that if you
have the right connections, you have the money,
and you’re willing to break the law, socialized
medicine is ﬁne. If you don’t, for those regular
people, it’s a death sentence. So those experiences
have shaped my outlook
I’ve always looked at America as my new home,
I always felt I was born 50 miles too far north,
I was thrilled when we ﬁnally got here and I got
my citizenship and the thing that concerns me is
that I see that movie playing out very similar to
how it played out in Canada. I see the same dark
clouds coming in. So I look at my job as “I need
to do what it takes to make sure the mistakes that
were made in Canada and made in Europe don’t
happen here.” And it’s a hard battle, but it’s a
battle that needs to be fought, because the fact is I
was lucky enough to escape, I talk about Canada
like it’s a banana republic but I was lucky enough
to escape Canada and come to the U.S. and it’s
been a great experience.
I’ve been able to raise a fantastic family. I’ve built
a really nice business; we have a really nice life
here, and reality is, for us, if the U.S. goes the
same way we did in Canada, there’s no other
place to go we can’t go to New Zealand, here’s
our ﬁghting ground, here’s where we are going to
make our stand.
Greg: What is that business?
Jack: My business is TAG Services. We help
companies with two main things. We do the
payroll health insurance beneﬁts and regulatory
stuff. We help deal with all the regulatory burdens
like having employees but what we really started
doing the last couple years is helping companies
navigate Obamacare and we have had clients just
come to us in a sheer panic, looking to downsize
their employees, to reduce their hours, some clients
even sold their businesses or are asking us if they
should sell because they just know they won’t be
able to afford to operate under Obamacare and,
fortunately, we have been able to guide them
through it and keep their businesses aﬂoat, but
it’s a very scary time.
Greg: Tell me about your initiative.
Jack: So, a couple years ago I attended the
Conservative Political Action Committee
seminar in Washington, and all the political
groups come, everybody running for ofﬁces and
the political commentators and they have a lot of

So after that I decided to do a federalism initiative
that basically gave Arizona the opportunity to
push back against federal overreach and it was a
classic case of one guy who was able to mortgage
his house and able to do the research, able to ﬁgure
out what it takes to get on the ballot. I hired
someone and we spent $1.2 million trying to get
this thing on the ballot. It was all my money, I
didn’t want to raise any external money until we
got on the ballot because I just wouldn’t have felt
comfortable using other people’s money until we
were a real thing.
We were supposed to start collecting signatures
about eight months before the deadline, and
we started three months before the deadline,
collected over 300,000 signatures and we fell
just shy of getting on the ballot, by about 20,000
signatures.
But through the process, a lot of good things
happened; I met a lot of really good people in the
Arizona donor community. I got involved with
good groups like Goldwater, and through that
they came to me and said “listen Jack, what you
tried to do last time was great, we obviously are
big proponents of the Tenth Amendment and
Federalism but if you really want your initiative
to withstand Supreme Court scrutiny, and also
add some real teeth to it. What you really want
to do is you want to focus on having the state--if
they deem a federal action to be out of control
or over reach--to bind the state from spending its
money or resources. That’s something that the
Supreme Court has said the state absolutely has
the ability to do. We want to focus on speciﬁc
issues. The issues we are focusing on this year are
primarily Obamacare and some of the issues that
are happening in CPS where, because of federal
programs, CPS is effectively stone walling the
newspapers and not sharing information about
botched investigations where kids were severely
injured or killed.
Greg: So Let’s talk about the Supremacy Clause
for a second, because I’m guessing that you get
asked that all the time and I’m sure you have a
supremacy clause answer.
Jack: Yes.
Greg: So I’m assuming that your initiative doesn’t
say that Arizona law trumps federal law, is that
right?
Jack: Yes.
Greg: If I think back on my law school days, you
are probably using the case of Clinton V. New
York, and it basically says our state government
cannot be coerced or forced…what’s the technical
term?
Jack: Commandeered
Greg: That’s right. And so what you’re saying
basically is that if someone determines that
a federal act would be commandeering our
Legislature, then this initiative would prohibit the
legislature from acting, is that how it works?
Jack: What it does is through one of two triggers,
either through a vote in the legislature and
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Jack Biltis and the Checks and Balances Initiative (continued)
signature of the governor or through the initiative the federal government has dealt directly with
or referral process, the state can deem a federal charter cities. They dealt directly with Department
action to be a violation….
of Environmental quality on enforcing things
Greg: So let me interrupt right there, if the like the Navajo Generating Station where they’ve
legislature determines that something is a violation just gone straight to DEQ and bypassed state
legislation.
–
Jack: or even just bad law….

Greg: Can you give me more examples?

Greg: Couldn’t the legislature accomplish the same Jack: Well, the federal government realized
thing by simply not funding something that they they left a gaping hole in Obamacare so what
they ended up doing is they are trying to put
think is federal overreach?
pressure on the states to make health insurance
Jack: Very good question, the answer is no. The unaffordable for small businesses. And the way
legislature has a couple limitations right now they’re doing that is they are going right to the
that this initiative ﬁxes. The ﬁrst thing is, the insurance commissioners and trying, through
Courts have determined that there are certain various methods, trying to get them to increase the
entities that are out of legislative purview—the deductibles or otherwise make these programs not
Corporation Commission or Department of applicable to companies that have less and less say
Environmental Quality for example. So the under X amount of employees. Again, completely
Federal Government has historically just bypassed bypassing the legislature.
the legislature by making deals directly with these
different entities and pretty much bribing these Jack: As I mentioned, the other triggering
entities into doing the federal government’s will mechanism for this is the people. So while, in
whether the legislature likes it or not. So what this many cases, it makes sense for the legislature and
basically does is once the legislature determines the governor to put it back, sometimes it may be
that this initiative applies, it enjoins all branches the legislature and the governor themselves that
of the Arizona government from effectively taking are doing something and promoting some federal
cause that doesn’t have popular support, so the
federal money.
initiative also gives a mechanism for the people of
Greg: What’s an example of that?
Arizona to stop federal overreach
Jack: There are many examples. The chartered Greg: so how much did it cost to get this on the
cities have been ruled by the Arizona Supreme ballot?
Court to have powers that are not subject to
state legislative review. So there have been many Jack: We got it referred by the Legislature this
situations where immigration or welfare programs, time.

Time for the Annual Sleeping
Giant Stories
I love springtime in Arizona--baseball, orange blossoms....stories about what
will happen to Republicans when Hispanics start voting. It’s a wonderful
cycle.
The Republic’s Daniel Gonzalez is right on cue with this year’s Sleeping Giant
story.
The number of eligible Latino voters in Arizona is growing rapidly, and they
already have the potential to inﬂuence elections, including upcoming congressional
races in November, according to a report released Tuesday.
But their power at the ballot box has lagged behind their numbers because many
eligible Latino voters haven’t registered to vote or stay home on Election Day, says
the report by Latino Decisions, a Seattle-based polling and research company.
Of course, the same could be said of any community. After all, every group
could use a boost in voter registration and turnout--which would, of course,
make them more inﬂuential.
Every group except the Mormons. After all, they already vote.
Funny, I don’t see an annual story about how the LDS Community is going to
have an overwhelming inﬂuence in a generation or two. Now that would be
an interesting story because it, you know, would actually be true.
Nope, no one writes a story about the LDS Community having a lot of kids,
voting in extremely high percentages and mounting a world-wide recruiting
campaign. I have yet to see the story about the Democratic party going the
way of the Whigs if they can’t ﬁgure out a way to reach out to Mormons.
But each year we get the “end of the Republicans...demographics is destiny...we
are registering everyone and taking them to the polls story.”
Here’s a nice quote: “Today we march, tomorrow we vote,” said Guzman.
It’s from the Spring of 2006.
Smell those orange blossoms?

Greg: Oh, I didn’t realize that, okay, well good for
you, that saves you a million bucks.
Jack: Yeah, it saves some money. We can spend
a lot more on the campaign now. And we got it
referred with bipartisan support, all the republicans
in both houses and one democrat as well.
Greg: Well, it only takes one to be called bipartisan.
Who’s the democrat?
Jack: Albert Hail. And when we polled it, it did
very well on both sides of the aisle, because there
are areas that are hot buttons for conservatives, like
Obamacare, a lot of federal spending issues and
constitutional issues. But for liberals, there are a
lot of issues too. The CPS issue is more relevant
for that area, that constituency. There are a lot of
civil rights issues that are hot topics for the left,
and this issue really has support on both sides.
Greg: What’s your budget?
Jack: We’ll end up spending about a million. We
want to make sure. It’s really just an education
process because we understand that some of this
does involve explaining how the process works and
educating people about process. We want to make
sure everybody understands it so it’s an education
campaign.
Greg: Good luck to you and thank you for your
time.
Jack: Thank you Greg.

The Silence of the Left
I continue to be amazed that the
Bush Derangement Syndrome
Chorus is completely silent
about the abuses of the
Obama
Administration.
President Obama is engaging
in mass deportations and
has assassinated US Citizens
abroad while those who were
outraged by Valerie Plame
and signing statements remain
silent.
Now we ﬁnd out that the
CIA has been spying on
Congressional Staffers and
Democratic Senator Mark Udall claims that President Obama knew
about it.
So to Linda Valdez and her fellow travelers, was it all for show? Was
it just mock outrage? Or was it real outrage, but now that President
Obama has become Bush on steroids it is somehow OK? What are
you going to do if the next Republican President dials it back to the
Bush level? What if he or she still assassinates people using drones,
but agrees not to kill Americans? What if he keeps the “warrant less
wiretapping” of the Obama Administration, but doesn’t collect ALL
the data, or limits it to foreign phone calls or agrees not to spy on
Congress or the Associated Press? What if he goes back to the Bush
policy of only deporting people who are caught in the process of
crossing the border?
What will you do then? Will we be back to outrage and claims about
shredding the Constitution? Or will you ﬁnally admit that your guy
is worse than President Bush on every issue that you claimed to care
about?
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Mario Diaz Talks Politics
Mario E Diaz is considered to be one of the
top political experts in the Southwest.

a second. That’s the bill from last year that the
Democrats like to say was the voter suppression
package that passed at the very end of session.
Do you think Republicans actually had a good
point or do you think that the bill really was just
a pure voter suppression play?

Mario began his career working for such
notable individuals as U.S. Senator Dennis
DeConcini, Congressman Ed Pastor and as
the Law Enforcement Liaison for United
States Attorney Janet Napolitano. Mario
later managed the Janet Napolitano for
Attorney General Campaign, and went on
to become Director of Intergovernmental
Affairs / Law Enforcement Liaison in the
Attorney General’s Ofﬁce.

Mario: I consider myself a moderate Democrat. I
don’t consider myself a reactionary Democrat so
I like to think about things from an analytical
perspective. It’s the nature of the parties to glorify
positions that would help them in their cause.
And I think what happened here is clearly the
Democrats believed the Republicans were up to
no good, and that they wanted to suppress the
vote for underrepresented communities. If my
peers believed that was the case then I completely
support them, however, I won’t agree with the
premise that the foundation for this bill was to
discriminate or was to suppress. I believe that
the Republicans were saying, “look let’s even this
out, let’s make this process a little cleaner” and
the interpretation of the Democrats is that it’s
a voter suppression bill. I just don’t think that
Arizonans--including our Republican leaders-have that type of mentality

After forming Mario E Diaz & Associates
in 2001, the Janet Napolitano for Governor
Committee was ﬁrst in line as a premier
client. In 2002, Napolitano won her
election and Mario was appointed to
Governor-Elect Napolitano’s Transition
Team. He later served as Deputy Chief of
Staff to Governor Napolitano.
In 2003, Mario was appointed State
Director of the John Kerry for President
Campaign and achieved success when
Kerry won overwhelmingly in the Arizona
Primary. Kerry’s primary victory in Arizona
helped Mario E Diaz & Associates expand
its contacts nationally.
Mario received his Bachelor of Science in
Political Science degree from Arizona State
University in 1991, and went on to receive
his Masters of Public Administration
degree from ASU, where he was named
Latino Graduate of the Year. He is married
to Veronica De La O and has two children.
Greg: So tell me about the state of the Democratic
Party. I mean, it seems like it hasn’t recovered
from Napolitano’s leaving but the Republican
party seems to shoot itself in the foot pretty much
on schedule--1062 being the latest example. What
do you think of the relative state of the democrat
vs republican party at the moment?
Mario: You know, post Janet Napolitano, the
Democratic Party has been in somewhat of a
funk, also going to counselling for some time,
and we just can’t seem to ﬁnd ourselves. Now,
I would say the last year or so, the Democratic
Party has been ﬁnding its stride. Leaders like
Chad Campbell, Ruben Gallego, Anna Tovar
and Kyrsten Sinema. I think we are starting to
ﬁnd our own personality and getting away from
the Napolitano days just of following her lead.
It’s been a very long drought for the party but I
think we are getting our stride now, ﬁnding our
groove, if you will.
Greg: What’s going to happen in District Seven?
First, do you think Sinema jumps from District
Nine to District Seven?
Mario: Well, life changed when the rumor
stated that Sinema was contemplating jumping
over to District Seven so right now, everyone is
just waiting for Sinema. Having said that, as I
consider myself a Latino leader, I’m not just going
to sit back and let this happen. Sinema is going
to have to hear from members of the community
that this seat, and I’m going to play the racial
card here, that this seat does belong to a Latino
or a Latina. And having her contemplate moving
districts for political convenience and not think

about the historical implications of District seven
is something that she is going to have to hear
from Latino leaders.
Greg: Unfortunately by the time we go to print
she probably will have decided, but what do you
think the district looks like assuming she’s out of
it. How do you handicap that? First who do you
think is going to run?
Mario: So let’s say Sinema is out. The players
already declared are State Representative
Ruben Gallego, Steve Gallardo, Maricopa
County Supervisor Mary Rose Wilcox, Phoenix
Councilman Danny Valenzuela who has one toe
in and I think, eventually, he will run. So that’s
from within the world of the Latino community.
Then you have a different world like former
Phoenix City Councilman Tom Simplot who
is contemplating a run. Those are probably the
ﬁrst tier, then you have the second tier which
I doubt that they would do it, but Minority
Leader Anna Tovar, is thinking about running.
Councilwoman Laura Pastor is thinking about it
but I would venture to say the ﬁve names that I
gave you are probably the top runners.
Greg: Who do you think wins of the ﬁve, any
idea or are they pretty much equal?
Mario: In this race there is not going to be tons
of money; this is going to be about the grassroots,
and this is going to be about pounding on doors
and its going to be about name ID which none
really have outside their area, this is a big district,
it’s not a city council district.
Greg: So who has the advantage?
I would say Ruben Gallego, Mary Rose Wilcox
and Danny Valenzuela would have to be probably
the top three, and then Gallardo would be behind
them and Tom Simplot would be somewhere in
between.

Greg: As you know, the Governor recently signed
the repeal of HB 2305 and--this is going to be
inside baseball for our readers so I’m going to
have to kind of explain this a little bit--when HB
2305 passed last year, folks in the Democratic
community raised money and collected signatures
in order to refer it to the ballot. The bill would
have been on this year’s ballot except that
Republicans then repealed it and the governor
just signed the repeal.
Now Democrats are
saying “wait a second, we want it to stay on the
ballot” while the Republicans are saying “no we
just did what voters told us to do by repealing it.”
I have argued that it was an epic strategic blunder
on the part of those who referred it because they
could have simply drafted an initiative (instead
of a referral) in order to repeal it and then the
legislature couldn’t have repealed the initiative.
Do you agree or was there some strategy point I
am missing?
Mario: No, the Democrats probably should’ve
asked for your advice. I like what you just laid
out; I think that might have been wise. But look
Greg, maybe I’m just in the minority, but things
like this just deviate from the real issues that
our state is facing. But it is what it is, politics is
politics, it’s over and we move on to the next issue.
Greg: Speaking of the next issue, let’s talk a
little about your race for the Maricopa County
Community College District. Tell me about the
race.
Mario: I am running for a new seat that Governor
Brewer signed into law in 2010 to expand the
Maricopa Community College board from its
current ﬁve District seats to ﬁve District members
plus two at large seats. I am running for one of
the two at large seats.
Greg: Assuming you get elected, what are your
policy priorities?
Mario: I am a ﬁscal Conservative and my number
one issue is the proposal before the Board to
increase tuition by ﬁve dollars a credit unit and
Continued on page 13

Greg: Okay, let’s talk about House Bill 2305 for
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Mario Diaz
Continued
Continued from page 12
to increase the property taxes two percent. I am
opposed to the current proposal on both issues.
And let me add that issue number one is
transparency; issue number two is ﬁscal
accountability and I just believe the community
college system can do more with the resources
they have and be more creative and think out of
the box. And I just don’t think that’s happening
right now. We just can’t be continuously going
to the taxpayers, property owners, corporate and
private business owners and say “fund us here.”
Forty two percent of the budget comes from
tuition and property taxes, and we have to get
out of that comfort zone and try to get some selfdetermination and some self-sufﬁciency.
Greg: Is there anything else that you would like
to add?
Mario: I think if the people know who I am and
that I worked for Governor Napolitano as well
as other Democrats and if they also know that
I have been endorsed by many Republicans like
Councilmen Sal DiCiccio and Bill Gates and
many others that they will ultimately support me
in this race.
Greg: Mario, it was great to talk to you. Thank
you so much.

Finally....Someone Else Asks The Question.
In an earlier issue, I asked the question “Why
are federal authorities following the AZ
Attorney General?” After all, he was accused of
coordinating with donors in his 2010 campaign.
Not only is that a civil violation, but it’s in the
past. The alleged violation is civil and over, but
it’s a phone call/email case. Why would the
FBI have a tail on the Attorney General?
Anyone who knows the history of the FBI in the
bad old days would understand that following
the administration’s perceived enemies to see if
they did anything embarrassing was standard
practice. Horne has been mocked for baseball
caps and girlfriends since the FBI released its
report about him bumping a car in a parking
garage. The media for its part has risen to the
bait and never asked the fundamental question.
Why would the FBI follow the Arizona
Attorney General and leak embarrassing stuff
about him?
The editorial writers for the Republic ﬁnally
got around to that question.
But it also raises serious questions about the FBI
that no one has answered.
Why, for example, were federal agents so eager
to report something that, although salacious and
titillating, had no connection whatsoever to the

allegations of campaign-ﬁnance violations?
And, for that matter, why was the FBI conducting
a full-blown investigation of a campaign-ﬁnance
violation in the ﬁrst place?
In an age in which the news is rife with allegations
of partisan abuses of political enemies, those
questions remain relevant.
And, as of yet, unanswered.

Mario: Thank you for the opportunity.

Hate + Ignorance = Fitz
Be Careful What you
Wish For....
Maricopa Superior Court Judge Katherine Cooper has ruled that the
group of Legislators who are suing over the AHCCCS expansion vote
don’t have standing to sue--which results in the suit being thrown out.
This ruling makes no sense and I predict that it will be overturned
by the Supreme Court. The Legislators may eventually lose on the
merits, but they will deﬁnitely get their day in court.
Judge Cooper’s ruling is absurd on its face. The legislators are arguing
that the Arizona Constitution gives a minority of either the House
or Senate the ability to block a tax increase. That means that if 11
senators, or 21 house members vote against a tax increase then it
doesn’t go into law.
Last year, the legislature passed a bill with a simple majority and the
legislators claim that the bill was a tax increase and that their right
of minority blockage was ignored. The judge ruled that this group
isn’t allowed to sue because they are .....wait for it....a minority of the
Legislature. Well duh, that’s their point. If it takes a majority vote
in order to have standing in a case involving minority rights, then the
minority has no rights. Look for the Supreme Court to accept and
then reverse the standing issue.
The lefty blogs are gloating that a group of Conservative Legislators
has been thrown out of court for lack of standing, but think about
it for a second. The ruling says that a minority of the legislature
cannot petition the courts if the minority’s rights are violated. The
Republicans have held the Arizona House of Representatives since
1968...do Democrats really want the courts to say that it takes an
afﬁrmative vote of both the House and Senate in order to challenge a
legislative action? Don’t the Democrats understand that if this ruling
stands, the majority can do anything that it wants and the minority
will have no recourse?
The court will overturn the ruling....and the minority had better hope
that it does.

You may recall that Arizona
Daily Star Cartoonist, David
Fitzsimmons, recently spewed this
comment that is an example of
hatred combined with ignorance.
Sheriff Joe Arpaio, a loutish
embarrassment to respectable law
enforcement, who rounded up
humans like French Jews....
I say that this is a combination
of hatred and ignorance because
Fitz is comparing Joe Arpaio to
Adolf Hitler and in doing so, he’s
blaming Arpaio for a policy of the
Obama Administration. (You can
be forgiven for not knowing the extent of President Obama’s mass deportation
because it gets very little coverage in the American, English based mainstream
media. However his policy gets extensive coverage in both domestic Spanish
media and internationally. For example, you can check out a recent edition of
the economist that called President Obama the “Deporter-in-Chief.”)
So Arpaio is like Hitler because the Obama Administration is engaging in
mass deportations.
Now check what Fritz says about Sean Hannity selling his home.
Hannity’s home has been listed for $3.6 million, his listing agent told Newsday.
That doesn’t include the slave quarters.
Sure, Conservatives are naturally slave holders. In fact, the logical extension of
the less government position is, of course...slavery.
Once again, Fitz’ outrageous hatred is combined with shocking ignorance.
After all, the “One Party South” existed from the period of slavery all the way
through 100 years of Jim Crow. What party do you think that was? I’ll give
you a hint. It wasn’t the Republican or Libertarian Parties.
The Star has kicked former Publisher John Humenik up the chain of
command and Bobbie Jo Buel is serving as interim Publisher. Maybe this is
an opportunity for grown up supervision to prevail. Wouldn’t it be great if
Buel would tell Fitz that if he wants to compare people to Hitler and call them
slave owners that he should do it on his own time. Yeah right. I slay me.
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Frank Riggs: The Most Impressive Candidate You’ve Never Heard Of
election campaigns. I like to think of myself as
a Jack Kemp Republican, in trying to create an
opportunity society.

in the context of long term reform.

Riggs: Well, we are going to put together a winning
coalition just like I did in my congressional races
by reaching out to veterans and law enforcement
because of my own Army service and both my
wife Cathy and I were police ofﬁcers. That
doesn’t sound terribly romantic, but it’s been
a great love story for 34 years. We’re going to
make a concerted outreach to the school choice
community because of all the work I’ve done on
school choice issues for over 15 years—dating
back to when I served in the house and chaired
the House Education Subcommittee. I was one of
the fathers of the Charter School movement and
I have done a lot of work on charter schools ever
since leaving Congress. I built the largest nonproﬁt dealing with charter schools in the country.

Greg: Which of the current crop of Republican
candidates do you think is closest to you?

Riggs: I would have tried to anticipate that
shortfall…

Riggs: That’s a good question because I don’t
know all of their backgrounds. First of all, the
incumbent State Treasurer has no voting record.

Greg: It happened the day Brewer took ofﬁce.
She inherited it from Napolitano.

Greg: What did that organization do?

Riggs: Christine Jones is obviously someone
who comes straight out of the private sector. She
apparently has personal wealth, and I’m always
skeptical of candidates like that. So right now I
think I stand out.

Frank Riggs is a former California Congressman
who is running for Governor of Arizona.
Greg: Tell me about your campaign….

Riggs: We served charter schools and helped them
with their capital ﬁnancing and facility needs—
which is a challenge that all charter schools face.
And I had the opportunity to author the federal
Charter Schools law. So I’m going to make a
concerted outreach there and I have a number
of charter school leaders who are supporting my
candidacy.
Greg: So where are you on the issues?
Riggs: If people are happy with the way the state
is going then I’m not their guy. I want to deal
with the structural budget deﬁcit.

Riggs: I can’t say Scott Smith the Mayor of Mesa
because I think he’s a big government Republican
and I think he’s got some—as Ricky told Lucy,
some ‘splain’n to do--about seeking leadership
positions with the US Conference of Mayors and
trying to square that with their big government
liberal agenda. For example, signing off on a letter
supporting comprehensive immigration reform
which includes a pathway to citizenship—which
I oppose. I think there should be a pathway to
legalization or naturalization, but not citizenship.

Greg: How about Bennett?
Riggs: I’m puzzled and somewhat disturbed that
he was in a position of real legislative leadership in
Napolitano’s ﬁrst term and seemed at the end of
the day to have embraced this excessive spending
on the theory that the good times would continue.

Greg: So what would you have done instead of
borrowing the other billion? Additional cuts?

Riggs: I would have tried to bring some of the
best minds together. One thing I like to do….
Greg: Let me stop you there. She had the best
minds and she needed an immediate solution…
what should it be?
Riggs: An immediate solution would have been a
multi-year budget plan….
Greg: No, no, no, I’m not going to let you do
that….there’s no multi-year budget plan. She
inherited a billion dollar shortfall and a couple
months to ﬁx it.
Riggs: Right.
Greg: So what do you do when you have a
billion dollar shortfall and a couple months to ﬁx
it? What they did was borrow a billion dollars.
What would you do?
Riggs: You are talking about the sale/leaseback of
state properties?
Greg: Yes.
Riggs: I wouldn’t do that.
Greg: I know, so what would you do?

Greg: Let’s round it out with Thomas and
Melvin, what do you think there?

Greg: What do you mean by that? We have
a Republican Governor and a Republican
Legislature, so whenever people tell me they
aren’t happy with what’s going on….in fact, when
I interviewed Fred Duval, he said the same thing
so that doesn’t tell me anything.

Riggs: Well, I think that at that point in time they
perhaps had to look at a short term tax increase….

Riggs: I, well um, I….I don’t want this to come
out wrong, but I think I have far better leadership
credentials than either of those two gentlemen.
I’m a businessman and entrepreneur who happens
to be a former police ofﬁcer and member of
Congress.

Greg: They did that….

Riggs: Speciﬁcally, we have run out of the
onetime accounting gimmicks to balance the
budget. We have incurred a lot of long term debt
in order to pay for operating costs to balance the
state budget. What we need is a vastly simpliﬁed
tax code…in the direction of a ﬂat tax. We need
to eliminate all of the special interest deductions
and the loopholes.

Riggs: I don’t understand the circumstances
leading to Andy Thomas’s disbarment, but I
think on the face of it that disqualiﬁes him from
seeking the highest ofﬁce in the state.

Greg: Like what’s an example?

Riggs: I think that Senator Melvin’s recent CNN
performance—if you can call it that--on SB 1062
shows that he lacks an in depth understanding
of the issues and an appreciation of the potential
ramiﬁcation of legislation like this.

Riggs: Anything that is an industry or tax break.

Greg: What’s your campaign budget?

Greg: Such as….?

Riggs: I’m hoping to raise about half a million
dollars.

Riggs: Arizona currently does not tax services.
We have a number of loopholes in that regard. As
you know….
Greg: Well, I know that no services are taxed at
the moment…like accounting, law ﬁrms, hair
care, massages….
Riggs: Everything has to be on the table….
Greg: Be on the table for consideration, or be on
the table for being taxed?
Riggs: Probably for being taxed….but in the
context of a broad restructuring and ﬂatter tax
with lower rates.
Greg: Social issues: where do you consider
yourself?
Riggs: I’m a social conservative in that as a
member of Congress I had a solid pro-life, profamily, pro-second amendment voting record. I
had strong support from the NRA in all of my

Greg: How’s it going?
Riggs: I’m off to a good start. I still have a good
network of supporters around the country.
Greg: Let’s get back to ﬁnances. In the last ﬁscal
crisis, Governor Brewer and the Legislature cut
about a billion dollars out of the budget and they
borrowed about a billion dollars which as you
pointed out was for operating expenses and you
said you would have opposed. And they put a
sales tax increase on the ballot and it passed…so
that raised about a billion dollars a year for three
years. It sounds like you would have opposed two
of those three. You certainly would have opposed
the borrowing.
Riggs: Yes. I would have.
Greg: How about the tax increase?
Riggs: I probably would have supported it—but

Riggs: And you have to sell it to…
Greg: They did that.
Riggs: But they did that as a partial solution….
Greg: So would you have done a two billion
dollar sales tax increase?
Riggs: I don’t know, because the part that I don’t
know is all of the spending cuts that were made.
It had to be a package of revenue increases and
spending cuts….and it can’t be something that is
perceived to be a ﬁx but is in fact long-term debt
that is paid by future generations. So that was not
a good solution.
Greg: But you are not sure what your replacement
solution would have been?
Riggs: It would have been a combination of
revenue increases and spending cuts but with the
assurance to the taxpayers that in the good times
we would have sort of a modiﬁed tax payer bill of
rights that would have said that beyond a prudent
rainy day reserve, extra tax revenue would be
rebated to the taxpayer.
Greg: Any last comments?
Riggs: That I will be an open, visible and
accessible governor. That I will be a servant
leader—that’s how I’ve always approached elective
ofﬁce. People who know me will tell you that I’m
not easily handled. I don’t hide behind advisors
or handlers. I will always listen to opposing
views and will build a true partnership with the
legislature.
Greg: Thank you for taking the time to meet
with me.
Riggs: Thank you Greg.
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Title Loans on CARS are Bad Enough…
Wait Till You See
Title Loans on HOUSES!

Here’s what experts are saying about Property Tax Lien Transfers
that will be created by HB 2381
Predatory Lawmaking
A voracious debt collector wants to acquire Oregon property tax liens.
News accounts of Oregon’s version of the law.

“This bill is not necessary; the current system
works quite well…This bill is just going to create
problems that don’t currently exist.”
Maricopa County Treasurer
Charles “Hos” Hoskins

Rep. Justin Olson
Sponsored HB 2381

Committee Chair
Debbie Lesko
Voted Yes on
HB 2381

Rep. Ruben Gallego
Voted Yes on
HB 2381

This is a zero risk loan with very high rates of
interest and once you add in the fees, you are
talking about 40% true APRs on those loans and
then those rates just escalate.
Arizona Bankers Association.

Rep. Bruce Wheeler
Voted Yes on
HB 2381

Rep. Mark Cardenas
Voted Yes on
HB 2381

Rep. Warren
Petersen
Voted Yes on
HB 2381

Call Your Representative and Tell Them That
Arizona Doesn’t Need to Create
Title Lending on Housing.
Tell Them to VOTE NO on HB 2381

